Condorcet Internet Voting Service

Poll Results: ONAP VNFRQTS PTL Election 2019

Poll description

ONAP VNFRQTS PTL Election 2019

Result

1. Steven Wright (Condorcet winner: wins contests with all other choices)
2. Abstain loses to Steven Wright by 3–0

For simplicity, some details of the poll result are not shown.

Feel like voting on something else? Try one of these public polls:

- Who would you want as PM?
- 2020 Presidential Election as of August 13, 2019
- Favorite Breaking Bad Character
- Best science fiction movie of all time
- What was the best Godzilla movie to feature MechaGodzilla?
- Polygamy
- Favorite Avenger
- If Biden wins the 2020 Democratic Nomination, which VP choice would gives him the best chance of victory?
- Dem 2020: Two Candidates
- Rank your trust in these institutions